CYBERCONSULT
IT Company for hire

Hire an IT Company
OUR Vision

We have a unique proposal!
Now you can “hire” an entire IT company!
As Cyberconsult is a unique “Single point of contact IT Company”, it
works in a different way compared to most IT companies and because of
that we can offer a completely different way of service delivery!

No matter what your IT demands are, we can provide you with almost every
IT infrastructure related service you might require. Please have a look at the
following pages for more details and do not hesitate to contact us if you want
to know more.

It is very easy to hire us, just go to our booking form and pick the service
you might require. If you already have an idea about what you need and
how long it might take, our booking form can give you an estimate. In any
case, we will get back to you and tailor the required services to your individual needs. We look very much forward to hearing from you!
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Services for Structural
Architecture & Engineering Companies

At Cyberconsult we have extensive experience in designing and developing
network solutions from small parts of projects to proactive engagement in building
and maintaining public facilities.
Our passion is network architecture and the transformation of the best vision, according
to the requirements of the project. We develop and achieve the optimal solution
realization accompanying the project’s complete vision and its functionality.
We understand the need of design and integration of IT solutions in the appropriate
stage of development, which allows to structural and network architects to accomplish
their visions in the best possible way.
Our ability to read and understand blueprints and see the visions of architects, gives us
the opportunity to work together for achieving optimal results.
We can help with the creation of reliable foundations in the development of
your customers’ IT infrastructure.

Cyberconsult offers:
•

Consultancy, analyses and research at an early stage leading to choosing
the best decision for implementation of Information Technologies and
Communications in a project.

•

Development of conceptual solutions for projects involving Information
Technologies and Communications.

•

Supervision between design and technology implementation performed by
structural cabling companies, on-site consultations, audit and telecommunication
cable certification.
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Partnership and Services
for Structured Cabling Companies

At Cyberconsult we know how important the part of structured cabling for your
customer’s ICT infrastructure is.

Therefore, we have a unique proposal!
Partnership
Because of the close relationship between structural cabling implementation and
Information Technologies, Cyberconsult offers the unique option of a partnership
between us and structured cabling companies. With this partnership, elements from
both sectors are combined and we work together, providing a more comprehensive
range of services. At Cyberconsult we only have trustworthy current partners and
we look for future partnerships we can rely on for our most important element – the
reliability of the infrastructure of our customers.
With our combined expertise and experience, our companies can achieve better
implementation of structured cabling services. With this partnership, we can among
other things, offer extensive consultancy and on-site surveys, ultimately leading to a
better implementation of structured cabling services.
We can offer a proactive cooperation starting from consultancy and design up to the
implementation stages of your services. Furthermore, we can provide additional ICT
services expanding your company portfolio, attracting more customers and allowing
you to offer a variety of IT services under our combined supervision.
We can help during most stages, starting with the requirements of network design,
tailored to the capabilities of the facility and the expectations of customers, ICT
requirements like server rooms and telecommunication hubs, the choice of the most
suitable passive and active equipment, their installation and configuration and progressing to a fully operational infrastructure ready for monitoring and administration.

With our experience, you will not only be able to offer and perform your current services but can also include new services such as distributed wireless infrastructures,
centralised authentication and management, traffic priority for voice, video and data,
edge and local security and other key services you can then offer to your customers
with confidence.
Working with Cyberconsult will be a mutually beneficial collaboration.
Our set of ICT services can be offered by your company, basically under the
flag of your company and at exclusive rates.

Services
Surveying
We are happy to offer partial and full supervision for your projects. We provide services such as on-site consultancy to your employees and/or customers, audits, optical
and twisted pair cables termination, cable verification and certification.
Certification
As ICT professionals, we use equipment from well-known companies in the structural cabling sector like Fluke Networks, Agilent Technologies and Fujikura to perform
copper and fibre media manipulations, various tests and certification.

Please do not hesitate to visit our company website
regarding supported standards and regulations
and for additional information.

http://www.cyberconsult.co.uk/services/structured-cabling
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Partnership and Services
for Start Up and Small IT Companies

Your own IT business has potential, but has not yet grown enough to recruit all ICT

And even better:

specialists required for your projects?
All Services provided by Cyberconsult will effectively be provided by your company
You are missing valuable customers and projects, due to the limited availability of ICT

and under your company flag!

services provided by your company?
Now you can be competitive even with much bigger IT companies and make
Imagine how many well-paid ICT specialists might be required for one project to com-

higher profits with your IT projects compared to them!

plete!
Cyberconsult can assist your business, help it to grow and ensure your future
Well, we cover the majority of the essential ICT sub-sectors and the best part is that

projects become reality.

most of these services are provided by Cyberconsult on demand.
Now, you can have all these services on demand at a special fixed price!

You will find a list with brief information about part of our services on the next page.

For more information, please visit:
www.cyberconsult.co.uk/services/services-for-it
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ICT Infrastructure Consultancy, Design & Build

Software implementation

We can help with consulting with your customers and define what their current and future
business needs are, how important and reliable the IT infrastructure for the business is.
Then, we will proactively contribute to the creation of the infrastructure blueprints, timelines
and implementation following architecture approaches like “Cisco top down network design”,
best practices from ITIL Framework or making custom lifecycle for your customer’s IT infrastructure, optimised regarding your customer’s budget, requirements and expectations.

For the deployment of software technology, it is very important to consider infrastructure requirements at a very early stage. This ensures the seamless launch and successful implementation,
allowing the delivery of the full potential.

Data Network and Security
With our Data Network & Security services we can help with the implementation of your
customer’s backbone, campus, branch wired and wireless network and internetwork, along
with all requirements like traffic engineering, traffic prioritization, local and edge security,
remote access, redundancy, capacity planning and others.

At Cyberconsult we have all the experience required to prepare and set-up your IT infrastructure,
no matter what the software requirements for you and your customers are. With our services for
software implementation, we create solutions you can rely on.

Software licensing
Software licensing is an important component of an IT infrastructure and significantly impacts the
overall investment into IT systems as well as running costs. Software requirements and consequently
licensing is crucial when considering requirements and needed functionalities that should be tailored
to individual demands and the general design of the IT infrastructure. When considering which
branded technologies and functionalities could or should be implemented, it is crucial to look in detail
about the real needs of individual customers and what benefits, limitations and possible complications might arise from adopting certain systems. Furthermore, as Cyberconsult always tries to
achieve the best possible results for its customers, we constantly look out for alternatives that might
be better suitable, more cost effective or even free but provide at least the same functionality.

Datacenter Virtualisation

Disaster Recovery Planning

With our Datacenter Virtualisation services, we can help with the logical and physical
design and build of your customer’s datacenter. This covers all aspects from selecting
the most suitable virtualisation solution, going through details such as scalability and
high availability, software defined network to physical environmental details, datacenter
ventilation requirements, power efficiency and backup, to structural cable testing and
cable certification.

At Cyberconsult we take disaster recovery planning very serious. So should you, and we can help
you with that. Disaster Recovery Planning is an optional service of our customer’s infrastructure
blueprints. With our disaster recovery planning we help you to plan and cope with the unexpected. This includes the guidance and setting up rules about avoiding predictable and unpredictable
issues. Furthermore, if issues appear, you will be prepared and can handle them ease by acting
appropriately according to a set of rules. Our plans include among others how such situations
should be handled, what best practices should be followed and all on-site assets required.

Data Storage

Structural Cabling

With Data Storage & Backup we can help with the implementation of storage solutions like DAS
(Direct Attached Storage), NAS (Network Attached Storage), SAN (Storage Area Networking)
or SDDC (Software Defined Data Center). Regardless of your customer’s requirements such
as protocols, data density and availability, we can implement technologies from small storage
solutions to active to active failover storage solutions, including externally connected storage
providers on low-latency fibre metro networks and similar. For data backup, we can help with
installation and configuration of software or hardware based professional backup solutions.

The design and implementation of your customer’s structural cabling is an important aspect of
infrastructure reliability and is directly linked to the development and growth of the business (capacity planning). We can contribute to the design of the customers structural cabling infrastructure and assist with the foundation of the whole ICT Infrastructure. We can also help with cable
termination, testing and certification of customers fibre optic (MM), twisted pair, patch panels and
all connected end devices, using high end technologies from well-known vendors like Fluke and
Agilent Technologies. Working in partnership with reliable structured cabling companies allows us
to provide physical cable installation which makes our set of services complete.

Telepresence & Voice over IP Services

Management & Monitoring

Using the best technologies for collaboration changes the way how the business of your
customer operates. With this, we can offer a great experience to customers. Customers can
cooperate over any distance using voice, messaging and video over IP networks. This can
increase the productivity of employees, moving branches and organizations virtually closer
together and significantly reduce travelling and communication expenses.
Cyberconsult has experience in the use of these technologies and can help with the preparation and implementation in new and existing IT infrastructure.

At Cyberconsult we are flexible and will start by looking at what monitoring platform is
used. Depending on your requirements, we can adapt and improve existing systems
and add missing components where required.
By having control over your customers infrastructure, you can ensure that the technology is fit for the purpose and you will be able to provide the best possible service
for your customers.

Services for “end”
Business Customers
IT Infrastructure Audit

Because you, the customer, are most important to us, we do our best to provide personalised service and to deliver it in the most convenient way for you.
We understand the IT needs and your everyday expectations and to help with your work process to go smoothly with minimum downtime and in the most beneficial way for you. This allows
you to concentrate on the most important thing for you, your business.
When working with us, you will receive personal attention, a bespoke service, as well as a finalized product, executed in the best and fastest possible way.
We are able to build a whole infrastructure from scratch, starting with consultancy and creating
the desired design to implementing the overall IT infrastructure plan. Furthermore, at Cyberconsult we can also help with further development and improvement of an already existing infrastructure.
If you already have a established relationship with another IT company, we can work together as
a team to achieve the best results for you.
Ones a fully functioning infrastructure is fully operationing, maintenance can be provided by
your current IT company (provider) or we can recommend one of our partners.
Please check our specialized services for “end business customers” and for “partnership
and services for startup and small IT companies”.

Our service will allow us to gain a comprehensive overview of the current
condition of your infrastructure. We analyse the overall infrastructure health,
performance, capacity and further indicators.
The IT infrastructure audit will guide us through the process of taking the right
steps to find and resolve all current issues and to plan and undertake future
upgrades. This will allow your business to continue to function and expand.

Data Storage & Personal Cloud Systems
With personalized data storage, your information will be centralized and well
organized with controlled access levels and better protected from viruses and
theft. The synchronisation between your devices can be performed primarily on
local level. Your data and specific services can be accessed not only from your
office but also from your remote access points, business partners and staff from
any place with internet connection.

General Computer Services
We offer a set of common general computer services like printer, scanner
and IP phone installation, workstation and server maintenance, performance
optimisation, hardware upgrade, data backup and restore, security package
solutions, operational system and application installation. We also cover a
broad spectrum of network services, listed in on our company website.

Software
We can equally well work with physical computers, virtual machines and appliances
based on most major operational systems or hypervisors. We have experience with
an extensive range of the software solutions, some of which most likely include the
ones used in your business. With our software services we can install, upgrade and
maintain your clients and server software and modify them, to suit your requirements.
You will find a comprehensive set with supported software services on our website.

Relocation
The migration of your infrastructure could be a challenging task! In such circumstances, you need help from IT experts.
Cyberconsult will examine the “IT documentation” of your current infrastructure or
develop one if it does not exist yet. We will support you throughout the entire setup
of your new workspace. This includes moving and installing your current or new equipment and ensuring a seamless transition of your work processes after the relocation.
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About CYBERCONSULT

Cyberconsult is a unique “Single point of contact IT company” – a proudly tailored
“IT Infrastructure Solution” company established in Eastern Europe in late 2001.
The main purpose of the company is the provision of information and telecommunication
(ICT) services for private customers in Europe, such as small to medium size businesses,
IT related companies and public institutions. The main focus of Cyberconsult is on the
quality of the services provided, personal attention to clients, quick response times, combined with an outstanding performance under time pressure, at competitive prices.
Over the years Cyberconsult has been specialising in the delivery of services such as ICT
infrastructure consultancy & design, datacenter virtualisation, networking & security, data
storage & backup, disaster recovery, networking solutions, software integration, management & monitoring, as well as complete ICT Infrastructure solutions such as private &
hybrid cloud infrastructure and others.
After more than 15 years in the business, Cyberconsult continues to be different, stays
small on purpose, develops a variety of services, while maintaining a high standard
of professionalism.
With flexibility of working hours and project execution within tight deadlines Cyberconsult
continues to offer what big IT companies cannot: special attention and a personalised
service to clients.

Our clients over the years comprised:
businesses and public institutions from all over Europe, e.g.:

private companies:
•
regional Internet service providers
•
telecommunication companies
•
IT companies
•
architectural design studios
•
structural engineering companies
•
accountancy companies
•
printing companies
•
machine shops and production factories
•
online platforms
public institutions:
•
surgeries
•
hospitals
•
police departments
•
city councils
•
colleges
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Book our Company
CONTACT US

CYBERCONSULT
Correspondence address:
Bell Tower, 7a Carrow Hill,
Norwich, NR1 2AA, United Kingdom
office@cyberconsult.co.uk
www.cyberconsult.co.uk
ОOpening times:
Monday - Friday:
9am - 9pm
Saturday - Sunday: 10am - 6pm

Cyberconsult.co.uk is part of Cyberconsult Europe
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